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Let k be a number field of finite degree. The narrow genus field K of k (genus 
field of k in the sense of Frohlich) is defined as the maximal extension of k which 
is unramified at all finite primes of k of the form kk, , where k, is an Abelian 
number field. In this article, K is determined and some applications are given. 
The results indicate a possibility that many class field theoretic properties of 
normal number fields could be extended to nonnormal number fields. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [I], FrGhlich developed the theory of genus group and genus field of an 
arbitrary number field. He defined the genus field of a finite algebraic number 
field k as the maximal extension of k which is unramified at all finite primes 
of k of the form kk, , where k, is an Abelian extension of Q (Abelian number 
field). In our present discussion, we call this field lzarrow genusfield of k and 
denote it by Z?. We define genus jield of k (denoted by I?) as the maximal 
extension of k which is unramified at all finite and infinite primes of k of the 
form kk; where k; is an Abelian extension of Q. In [5], Ishida determined R 
when k satisfies the condition that for any rational prime p, the divisor (p) 
is not a pth power of a k-divisor. In [6], he determined R when the degree of k 
is an odd prime. In the present article, we determineR without any restriction. 
This gives us a better insight into the structure of the maximal Abelian sub- 
field of a p-adic field, and we could show that a norm index result in local 
class field theory could be extended to nonnormal number fields. It also 
shows that there is some scope for further research to extend class field 
theoretic properties of normal number fields to nonnormal number fields. 
The method of determining i? is not purely algebraic as it involves applica- 
tions of density theorems. The determination of R also enables us to charac- 
terize rationally the principal genus of an arbitrary number field by a rational 
congruence group (for definitions, see Section 5). For the special case of 
Abelian number fields, Hasse [4] characterized divisors in the principal genus 
with the help of norm symbol relations. Previously, Iyanaga and Tamagawa 
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[7], Leopoldt [9] and Frdhlich [l] also had discussions about principal genus 
in their papers; but they considered only special algebraic number fields such 
as cyclic, Abelian, or normal numbers fields. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let k be an algebraic number field. Let a rational prime p have the follow- 
ing decomposition in k: 
(PI = Pl’PZ ... P;:? 
where p1 , p2 ,..., pm are distinct k-primes. For a number field K and a K- 
prime P, let KP denote the P-adic completion of K and U, denote the unit 
group of Kp . Let NA,B denote the norm map from A to B. When there is no 
confusion this is denoted by N. 
LEMMA 1. Let e,* denote the G.C.F. of (U,: Nkp,,o,I/V ) (i = 1, 2 ,..., m). 
Then there exists a positive integer pD with eg 1 @(pip) such that NUpi is the 
subgroup of e,*-th powers mod ~0” in U, except when p = 2 and - 1 E NUpi . 
When p = 2 and ~ 1 E NUpi (in this case, ef = 2), NUpi is the subgroup of 
elements in U, which are = &l mod 8. (In this case, we put pl, = 3 so that 
NUpi is the subgroup of U, consisting of elements =: 3:l mod POD). 
Proof. Let (U,: NU!,) = dpi and let prpd be the highest power of p 
dividing dpi . Now we will show that NUpi is the group of units of the form 
a%, modp’p;I1 where a E Q (except whenp m= 1 and -- 1 E NUp,). From this, it 
follows that dpi / @(P~P~+~). 
Case (i) p f 2. Units of U, of the form adpi mod pTpckl are d,,*-th powers 
of units in U, (by Hensel’s lemma) and so they belong to NUpi But clearly 
the index of the subgroup of these units in the group U,, is dp, , and so this 
subgroup is precisely NUpi . Put p,, = Min(rpi + 1) (i = 1, 2,..., m). 
Case (ii). p = 2, -1 $ NUp, . Units of U, of the form adpi mod pTpi !2 
are d,,-th powers of units in U, (by Hensel’s lemma) and so belong to NUpi. 
The index of the subgroup of these units in U, is 2dpi and so this subgroup is 
a subgroup of NUp. of index 2. Then the only two possibilities for NUpi are: 
Either NUp, is the skt El of elements of the form *adpi mod P~P~.+~(u E U,) or 
NU,. is the set E, of elements of the form adpi modprp+l. But, if NUp, = El , 
it eaiily follows that -1 E NUpi which is a contradiction. Thus NUp, = E2 . 
Put pV = Min(rpi -1 1) (i = I, 2 ,..., m). 
Case iii. p = 2, -1 E NU,. . By the same argument as in Case ii, NU,, 
is either the set El or E, . But i; NV,& is the set E, , arguing as in the proof oi 
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Theorem 1 (given below), we get that g contains d-1. Then, as norms of 
elements in Upi are + 3 mod 4, norms of elements in Upi are = 1 mod 4 
(by a local norm index result [S, p. 1891, the groups of norms of units in 
k,# and kp,(dx) coincide). Then - 1 6 NUpi which contradicts the assump- 
tion. Thus NUp, is the set E1. If e,* # 2, 4 ( ez . Then 4 1 dp4 . As --I is a 
d,i/2th power mod prpii2, any element in NUpi is a square mod p?~+~. 
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1 (below), R contains d/-1 which leads 
to a contradiction as before. Thus e,* = 2 and so T,,( + 2 = 3. Put pe = 
Min(r,* + 2) = 3 in this case. Then p 09 = 8 and any element in El and so 
any element in NUp, is = -&l mod 8. 
Thus the proof of Lemma 1 is complete. 
COROLLARY 1. Let fq denote the residue class degree of a k-prime divisor 9 
of a rational prime q # p which is unraml$ed in k and h, denote its order in the 
divisor cIass group qf k. Then 
qfqhq G &a”” mod pop. , (1) 
This follows easily from the lemma as -&qf@q is the norm of an element in k. 
(When et # 2 or pop # 8, the negative sign on the R. H. S. of (1) could be 
deleted if h, is replaced by the order of q in the narrow class group). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF GENUS FIELD 
We have already defined the narrow genus field R and genus field I? of k 
in the introduction. It can be proved that either Z? = g’ or a is a quadratic 
extension of a’ (Remark 1). For more details on this topic when k is normal 
or Abelian, see [I], [2], or [3]. We now describe R through the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let sZ(“) denote the unique cyclic field of degree e$ and 
conductor p”=. Then 
I? = k lJ Q(p), 
P 
where p run through all the rational primes with e,* > 1. 
Before proving the theorem, we make a study of the subfields of Q([DPg) 
(where 5gp1, is a primitive p@th root of unity and 8 f-p@) and the corre- 
sponding Galois subgroups. 
Let G(L/M) denote the Galois group of the field L over M. Let q be a 
promitive root of pop. (This exists when 8 I pop). Let TV denote the element of 
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G(Q(&,)/Q) which takes cflO, to c&, . Then the elements T& (i = 1, 2,... 
@(p”g)) constitute G(Q(<DO,)/Q). Let r be a rational prime dividing ez and 
let rt 11 e$. As Q(&,) is cyclic over Q, we can have a tower of normal 
extensions Q(f&pP) 3 M1 3 M, 3 .** 3 Q(/$) 3 Q@t-1) ... 3 a@,) 3 ... 3 
Q(A) 1 Q(A) = Q such that the degree of each relative to its successor is a 
prime. Here let [Q(cDP,): M1] = sl, [M,: M,] = s2, etc., and [Q@,): 
Q(/3,-,)I = r (u = 1, 2 )..., t). 
We can choose the successor Ml of Q(&& as the subfield of Q(&,,) 
fixed by 7a@(pPD)/s,i (i = 1, 2,..., sl), the successor M, of n/r, as the subfield 
of Q(5& fixed by T*(@(ppp)/s&i (i = 1, 2,..., slsz) and so on. Finally we 
get the tower 
with WQK,dQ(kLN as the subgroup consisting of &Q (u = 1, 2,..., t; 
i = 1, 2,..., @( p”~)/r”). As 
the elements of G(Q(j3J/Q(~u~i)) may be represented by r~~~p-1.~ (i = 0, l,..., 
r - 1) where or = 7z IQfO,)(~ IQcB,) means the restriction of T to Q@J). 
Here we observe that 
for any a, b E Z. 
PROOF OF THETHEOREM. 
Case (i), 8 f pan. We first prove that if NCF(k) (the narrow class field of k) 
contains Q&-l) (u < t), then NCF(k) contains a&). If not, assume that 
NC@) contains Q(/3,& but not a&). As [Q&): 69(/I,-,)] = r a prime, 
this assumption is equivalent to: 
and 
Wu-J n Q!(iL) = WL). (2) 
Under assumption (2), we first show that there are infinitely many primes 
Z 7”--1 x’” mod pi (x E Z) which split completely into principal k-primes. 
Krqthis, we use some of the arguments in [l 1, Theorem I, pp. 216-2171. 
641/11/4-z 
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We have the following lattice of fields: 
NCF (k) (,Gu) 
k(&-1) 
FIGURE 1 
Here, by hypothesis (2), 
and 
Also MY(k)@ u is normal over k@,-,) since iVCF(k)@,) admits automor- ) 
phisms pivj , where p run through elements of G(M3’(k)@,)/YVCF(k)) and v 
run through elements of G(NCF(k)/k(/3,-,)) and pivj = pa , v,’ , if and only if 
pi = pi’ and vi = vj’ (by hypothesis (2)), showing that all the ,uLivj are 
distinct. 
A k&-,)-prime ‘$3 with Artin symbol [S, p. 1971 
has absolute norm 11 ‘$11 = qrU-‘xru mod po9 for some x E Z. Thus if in addition 
‘p is linear over Q, then 
11 23 11 = q = gTumlxru mod p’p. 
Now we will produce infinitely many primes !j3 with Artin symbol 
BY (2) and (3), 
since each one of the groups on the R.H.S. is isomorphic to a normal sub- 
group of the group on the L.H.S. The density of primes of degree 1 in an 
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algebraic number field is 1 [8, p. 1671. Then, by Cebotarev density theorem 
[8, p. 1691, about I/&r (h, is the narrow class number of k@,-,)) of these 
primes of degree 1 in k(/3,-,)) has 
and thus infinite number of primes in k(@,-,) has absolute norm q with 
residue class degree of ‘$3 = the order of ‘$ in the narrow class group = I. 
Applying Corollary 1 to these infinite number of primes q, we get that q is 
an rtth power residue of ~“9. But, in our present argument, q = qrumlx’” 
mod pDn which is not an rUth power mod POD, a contradiction. Hence our 
assumption (2) is wrong. Thus NW(k) 3 Q&J. By induction, we get 
NCF(k) 3 Q(j3,) and h ence RI Q(/Q. Allowing r to run through all the 
prime factors of ez, we get that Q(p) C k?. 
Case (ii). 8 1 pan and 4 / e$ In this case G(Q({,p,)/Q!) is the direct 
product of the automorphism group consisting of elements which take 
cPpll to I$~~ (where q is a po+th primitive root of pop and i = 1, 2,..., POD-~) 
and a group of order 2. Now Lemma 1 and the arguments in the earlier case 
could be easily applied to the fields fixed by these two subgroups of G(Q([,& 
Q) to show that R contains a direct product of two cyclic fields of degrees 
e,*/2 and 2 and the conductor of this product is pi= with p~-~ / e,*/2. This 
shows that ez = pop-l and consequently I? contains the field of p%h roots of 
unity (p being equal to 2). Thus Q(p) C I?. 
Case iii. p”~ = 8, e$ = 2. F irs we will show that I? contains an Abelian t 
subfield in which 2 is fully ramified. Suppose this is not true. Then 2 is not 
ramified in the maximal Abelian subfield R* of R and consequently norms of 
some units in R* could be = 3 mod 8 (by a local norm index result [8, p. 1891). 
By Theorem B in Section 5 (below), this implies that norms of some units in k 
could be I 3 mod 8, a contradiction since elements in NUPz are +z f I 
mod 8. Hence I? contains an Abelian subfield in which 2 is fully ramified. 
This must be a quadratic field since eP * = 2. Suppose this quadratic field is 
Q(dZ). If a # -1 or f2, let p1 be an odd prime dividing a. Then 2 j e$ . 
Alsop, is fully ramified in L? (PI). If Q(%) does not contain a quadratic subfield, 
2 f e$, which is a contradiction. Hence UPI) contains the quadratic field 
Q( v’~Q or Q( 4%). Then x contains Q(d/a/pl) or Q(d--alpI). Repeating 
the process with all odd prime factors of a, we get I? 3 Q(l/T) or Q(4&2). 
Now, if RI Q(d--1) or Q(dz), -1 $ NUr, which is a contradiction. 
Thus ii-T 1 Q( q/2). But Q( d2) is the unique cyclic field of degree 2 and 
conductor 8 and so Q(dZ) = Q@) = D(D). 
Thus, in all the three cases, D (p) Cl? and so kII,L?(~) Crf. Suppose 
kI17,8(“) # I?. Then for some p, R contains a subfield of the field of roots of 
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unity in which ramification index ofp is >e$ and so R is ramified over k at a 
finite prime, contradiction. Thus R = klIJW. 
Remark 1. The following observation shows that if R # I?, then R is a 
quadratic extension of R’: 
If g # $?, R* (the maximal Abelian subfield of a) contains I?*k, where 
I?* is the maximal Abelian subfield of R’ and k, is a complex quadratic 
field. Now W(k) k,(CF(k) being the absolute class field of k) is complex and 
it contains D$ (8) by the arguments in the theorem and so W(k) k, 3 a*. 
Hence W(k) contains an Abelian number field for which x* is a quadratic 
extension. This field must be R’* and, hence, R is a quadratic extension of 
I? = kl?‘*. 
Remark 2. The theorem shows that the ramification index of any k-prime 
lying above p is divisible by 6. Hence e$ I eP, (i = 1, 2,..., m) since R is 
unramified over k at all finite primes of k. Also it is easy to show that 
(epl ,..., epm , p - 1) j e$ (for a proof, see [5, p. 167, Lemma 21). Hence, 
4 = (ep, , ep, ,..., epm , @(POD)) when ef # 2 or pop # 8. 
Remark 3. When k is a normal number field, Theorem 1 could also be 
proved (in a purely algebraic manner) using the result that the Galois group 
of a normal number field is generated by its inertia subgroups [lo, p. 265, 
Lemma 6.51 and the following result which is an easy consequence of the 
theorem in [2, p. 2841: 
Let e$, be the ram$cation index of the maximal Abelian subfield of kpi 
(completion of k at a k-prime above pi) and let e be > 1 precisely when 
i = 1, 2 ,..., r. Then 
[k* : Ql = *G e,*, . 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
We first deduce the following from Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 2. e$ is the ram$cation index of the maximal Abelian subfield of 
nyzl kpl and pop is its conductor. 
Proof. By a local norm index result concerning units [8, p. 1891, dpj 2 the 
ramification index of the maximal Abelian subfield of kpl . Hence 6 = 
G.C.F. of dp, > the far&cation index of the maximal Abelian subfield of 
& kpi . As Q(p) is unramified over k,( , the above-mentioned local norm 
index result implies that the maximal Abelian subextension of k@(P) over 
kpi is k,( itself. Hence LP) belongs to k,$ . Then the ramification index of the 
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maximal Abelian subfield of kpi is 3 e, * . These two inequalities imply the 
first part of the theorem. This shows that the maximal Abelian subfield of 
(Jy=, k,< is an unramified extension of Q(p) at a /c-prime lying above p. From 
this follows the second part of the theorem. 
A special case of Theorem 2 when k is normal is well known in local class 
field theory [2, p. 283, Lemma 21. 
Remark 4. In view of Theorem 2, it is more convinient to define e$ and 
~~11 in Theorem 1 as the ramification index of the maximal Abelian subfield of 
nyzr kpj and its conductor, respectively, and then state Theorem 2 as e$ = 
G.C.F. of (.Yi,: NCJ,i) (i = 1, 2 ,..., m). 
We require the following result of Parry [l I, Theorem V] for our next 
deduction: 
LEMMA 2. Let k be a number field with discriminant A. If m is a positive 
integer with (m, A) = In, where I is a prime, then for each a with (a, m) = 1 
there are infinitely many primes (of positive density) 
q=amodm 
which split into principal k-primes. 
Using this lemma and Theorem 1 we prove: 
THEOREM 3. Let k be any number field. There exist infinite number qf 
rational primes of positive density which split into principal k-primes with 
residue class degrees divisible by ez . 
Proof. By Lemma 2, infinite number of rational primes (of positive 
density) 7 c mod pop (where c is a primitive root of ppn when 8 7 p”v or c - 3 
mod 8 and a primitive p”+th root of p 01, when 8 1 p”~) split into principal 
k-primes. Let q be one such rational prime with q a k-prime divisor of q. 
Then q does not gain degree in G(k) (by class field theory) and so does not 
gain degree in CF(k). So, to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that q 
gains degree e*, in a subfield of R’. 
Case (i). R’ = R. Then R’ contains DF). By the well-known law of 
decomposition for cyclotomic fields (or for Q( d/2)), q gains degree 6 in .Q(r’), 
Case (ii). R’ #If. In this case, R* is a quadratic extension of kf’* and 
so it easily follows that R’* contains Q(P) or a subfield of !%I) of degree 
ez/2 and another quadratic field (linearly disjoint from the former) in which 
p is ramified. In either of these fields, q does not split (by the law of decom- 
position for cyclotomic field and Kummer’s theorem) and so q gains degree 
e$ in the composite of these two linearly disjoint fields. 
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Thus the proof is complete. The following result easily follows from this: 
COROLLARY 2. If k is a normal number field, k is cyclic of degree e$ over a 
sub$eld. 
5. GENUS GROUP AND PRINCIPAL GENUS 
We now give a brief description about narrow genus group and narrow 
principal genus (genus group and principal genus, respectively, according to 
[l] and earlier works) of a number field k as given in [l]. A group F of 
rationals is a congruence group mod m if W,,, 2 F 1 S, , where W, is the 
group of rationals integral for and prime to m, and S, is the subgroup of 
rationals a = 1 mod m. A rational congruence group F mod m is said to 
characterize a divisor group C in k if C, (the group of divisors in C whose 
norms are integral for and prime to m) is the divisor group in C whose norms 
fall into F. 
THEOREM A. There exists divisor group D, such that (i) DI, 3 Ik (group of 
totally positive principal divisors), (ii) Dk is characterized rationally, (iii) if 
C 3 Ik and C is characterized rationally, then C 3 D, . 
The divisor group uniquely determined by (i)-(iii) is the narrow principal 
genus of k. If A, is the divisor group of k, the quotient group A,lDI, is the 
narrow genus group, and its order is equal to the narrow genus number [E : k]. 
A rational congruence group F mod m is called a group of norm residues 
ofkif 
(9 Nd& C F, 
(ii) F’ is a rational congruence group mod n with Nk,c(IJn C F’ implies 
F < F’. (We write F < 1;’ whenever for some q, F n W, C F’ n W,J. 
THEOREM B. F is a norm residue group if and only if Q{F} = R* where 
Q(Fj is the classJield beIonging to F and@ is the maximal Abelian subfield ofl?. 
THEOREM C. F is a norm residue group tf and only tfF characterizes DI, . 
For proofs of these theorems, see [l, Theorems l-31. We now prove: 
THEOREM 4. Let F, consist of positive rationals of the form x6 mod p*p 
(when e*, # 2 or p@ f 8) or &l mod 8 (when $ = 2 and pp= = S), where x 
are positive rationals integral for and prime to p. Then F = &,F9 (p running 
through all rational primes for which 6 > 1) is a norm residue group of k 
which characterizes the narrow principal genus D, . 
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Proof. By class field theory, Q{Fj = ZZJN’). But, by Theorem 1, 
IT$(“) = Z?*. Hence, Q{F} = Z?* and, from Theorems B and C, it follows 
that F is a norm residue group of k characterizing Dk . 
Remark 5. Principal genus could be defined to correspond to the case 
when Zk (in (i) of Theorem A) is replaced by the group of principal divisors. It 
is not possible in general to make a simple expression for a norm residue 
group characterizing the principal genus (according to the above definition). 
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